The Red and Tan Pack
ran
▶ verb [run, runs, ran]
1.
To go along by moving the legs quickly. e.g.
The bus was leaving, so we ran to catch it; The policeman
ran after the thief; Run for your lives!
2.
To move from one place to another. e.g. There
is a bus running every
hour.
ten
▶ noun

A number, e.g. Please give me ten pieces
of paper.
den
▶ noun
 A cave where a lion or
bear lives,
e.g. The bear was sleeping in
his den; Do not enter
the cave, it might be a lion's den.
Ken
▶ Proper noun
 A man's name
men (plural of 'man')
▶collective noun
1.
An adult human male,
e.g. There are three men in the picture.
2.
Human beings in general; the human race,
e.g. There is a difference between men and beasts.

pen
▶ noun

An instrument used for writing in ink
e.g. Please pass me the pen; Could I please borrow your pen?

run
▶ verb [run, running, ran]

(see 'ran' above)
gun
▶ noun
 A weapon that fires bullets, e.g. Police officers carry guns; A robber
came into the bank and pointed his gun at the cashier.
sun
▶ noun
 The bright body in the daytime sky
that gives heat and light to the earth,
e.g. The sun is shining brightly; Don't
look directly at the sun or it can damage
your eyes.
sunset
▶ noun

The setting of the sun, the time when the sun sets,
e.g. It was a beautiful sunset; Meet me at sunset.
red
▶ noun

The color of blood flowing from a vein,
of an apple, of a rose, e.g. I want a red rose, not a yellow rose.
Ned
▶proper noun

A man's name
Ted
▶ proper noun

A man's name

mud
▶ noun

Soft, wet dirt, e.g. He fell in the mud; He got mud on his shoes; The pig was sitting in the mud;
After the rain, there was a lot of mud on the road.
up
▶ adjective, adverb, preposition
1.
To a higher place, the upper floor, upstairs, e.g.
Look up at the airplane; Please go up to the third floor.
2. Out of bed, e.g. He stayed up all night.
3. Completely, more strongly, e.g. Time`s up! Hurry up!

cup
▶ noun

Used for drinking, e.g. Would you like a cup of tea?
peg
▶ noun
1. A small piece of wood, metal,
plastic, used to fasten things,
to hang things on, also called
'clothes peg' e.g. Please put
pegs on the clothes so they don't blow
away.
2.
A rod sticking out from a wall,
used for hanging coats etc, e.g. Please hang
your jacket on the peg.

keg
▶ noun
A round container used for keeping drinks, e.g. The kegs are filled
with apple cider.

mug
▶ noun

A large drinking glass with a handle, e.g. This is my favorite
coffee mug.
▶ verb [mug, mugging, mugged]

To rob, steal someone's
purse, e.g. He got mugged while
walking home.

get
▶verb [get, getting, got]
1.
To obtain, earn, buy e.g. He got his degree by working
hard.
2.
Receive, e.g. I get letters every day; I got your letter this
morning;
3.
To become, e.g. In summer it gets very hot here; Don't
tell him, otherwise he will get mad; I get sick every summer.
4.
To arrive, e.g. I will get there by train; What time did you
get to Delhi?
pet
▶ noun

An animal that is kept out of affection
e.g. This is not a wild dog, it is my pet; Do you have
any pets? This is my pet rock.
▶adjective

Favourite, e.g. He is the teacher's pet.
▶verb

To stroke lovingly, e.g. I pet my cat.

net
▶ noun
1. A screen for keeping animals out,
e.g. I have a mosquito net on my bed; I need a net for
my tree to stop birds eating the apples
2. Something used for catching animals, e.g. The
boy caught a frog in his net.
3. Short for internet, e.g. She was surfing the net.
met
▶ verb (meet, meets, past met)
1.
To wait for the arrival of someone,
e.g. I met him at the station.
2.
To come together from different
places or directions, e.g. We met at the bazaar.
set
▶ verb [set, setting, set]
1.
A group of matching items, e.g.
2.
To give something to be done, especially homework or
examination, e.g. The examination will be set by the class teacher.
3.
To fix a price, e.g. Each school sets its own fees.
4.
To be determined, e.g. He has his mind set on getting a
new car.
5.
To arrange something, e.g. The teacher set up the
classroom; Please set up the stage for the performance; The
hairdresser set her hair nicely.
nut
▶ noun
An edible seed with a hard shell; dried fruits, e.g. Walnuts,
peanuts, pistachios etc.

cut
▶ verb [cut, cutting, cut]
1. To open with something sharp, e.g. He cut his finger with a
knife; Please cut the tape with scissors
2. Remove from a video, e.g. The actor was disappointed that his
scene in the movie got cut (i.e. Taken out).
▶ noun

Style, e.g. Your dress has a nice cut! Nice hair cut!

A wound,
e.g. I have a cut on my finger.

gut
▶ noun
1. Bowels, inside organs, e.g. He has a pain
in the gut.
2. Intuition, e.g. I have a gut feeling that
something will go wrong.
3. Courage [used as plural, i.e. 'guts'], e.g.
He did not have the guts to tell his parents
that he failed the exam.
rut
▶ noun
1. A track made in soft ground by a
wheel, e.g. The wheel of the
car made a rut in the soft ground.

carrot
▶ noun

A vegetable with a long
orangered root, e.g. I like carrot cake;
The boy picked the pieces of carrot out
of his soup.

sack
▶ noun
 A large bag made of thick cloth,
e.g. He was carrying a sack of potatoes on
his back.
▶ verb [sack, sacking, sacked]
 To get fired, or removed from employment, e.g.
Anyone caught stealing will be sacked instantly.
pack
▶ noun
 Short for backpack  a type of bag that is carried
on the back, e.g. Have you seen my school
pack?
▶ verb (pack, packing, past packed)
 To put things together in a box, bag,
suitcase, etc, e.g. Pack your clothes in the box;
We are packing to move house tomorrow; Have
you packed your bags for the bus trip?
tack
▶ noun
 A type of small, sharp nail with a flat
head, e.g. Put one tack on each corner of
the paper.
▶ verb (tack, tacking, past tacked)

To fasten with tacks, e.g. We tacked the map on the board.
racket
▶ noun

A light kind of stringed bat
used in playing tennis etc,
e.g. Have you seen my
badminton racket?
packet
▶ noun
A paper or plastic wrapper
for biscuits,
chips, paper
etc. e.g. Put
your chip
packet in the rubbish bin.
neck
▶ noun

The part of the body that connects the
head to the shoulders, e.g. I have a pain in my neck.

peck
▶ verb
[peck, pecks, pecked]
1.
To hit something with the beak,
e.g. The woodpecker pecked a hole in the tree.
2. To pick up food with a quick movement,
e.g. The hens were
pecking the grain.
3. To eat fussily or only a
little of what is offered,
e.g. He pecked at his food.
deck
▶ noun
1. The floor of a ship, e.g.
There is a swimming pool on
the deck of the cruise ship; The ship in the photo has 3
decks.
2.
A pack of playing cards, e.g. Please shuffle
the deck of cards;
There are 52 cards in a deck of cards.
3. A wooden veranda, e.g. The children were playing on the deck.

dock
▶ noun

A place where ships can be
loaded and unloaded; a marina,
e.g. The boat is in the dock.
▶ verb [dock, docking, docked]

To park a boat in a dock, e.g.
Please wait until the ship docks before
getting off; The boat is docking in the
marina.

rock
▶ noun

A large mass of stone, e.g. Goverdhan
mountain is made of rocks called 'Goverdhan Shilas'.
sock
▶ noun
A covering for the foot and
part of the leg, e.g. My feet were feeling cold
so I put on a pair of socks; One of my socks is
missing; Have you seen my sock?
pocket
▶ noun

A small bag sewed into an article of clothing, e.g. Do not put chocolate in
your pocket! My pocket is torn.

rocket
▶ noun
1. A spaceship, e.g. In 1969 a rocket flew to
the moon.
2. A type of fireworks that makes a sound,
e.g. I have 10 rockets to set off on Diwali.

sick
▶ adjective
1. Ill, unwell, vomiting, e.g. I could not go to
school yesterday because I was sick; He was being
sick in the toilet.
2. Mentally unhealthy, e.g. He has a sick mind.
3. Tired of, e.g. I am sick of hearing about his problems; I am sick of eating soup
every day.
pick
▶ verb [pick, picking, picked]
1.
To choose from a selection, e.g. He picked the red pen instead of the blue pen;
This is the dress I picked for you to wear tomorrow; I got picked for the school cricket
team.
2.
[pick up] To take with the fingers, e.g. Lets go and pick fruit from the trees;
Please pick up this pen from the ground.

kick
▶ verb [kick, kicking, kicked]
1.To hit with the foot,
e.g. He kicked the ball.
2.To move the foot violently in order to hit
someone or something,
e.g. He kicked his friend.

nick
▶ noun
 A small V-shaped cut in wood
etc, e.g. There is a nick in my new
desk; There is a nick in the shark's fin.

Rick
▶ proper noun

A man's name
tick
▶ noun
1. A small, regular sound made by a clock or watch, a ticking
sound, e.g. This clock ticks very loudly! It was so quiet that I could
hear the ticking of the clock.
2. A mark made to show that something is correct or has
been checked, e.g. The teacher put a tick on my
work.
3. An insect that drinks blood of cows, dogs,
humans etc, e.g. Our dog
died because he had a tick and we did not remove it
in time; If you go for a walk in the jungle, when you
come back, check your body for
ticks.
▶ verb [tick, ticking, ticked]
 To make a tick mark, e.g.
Please tick the correct answers.

picket
▶ noun

A pointed wooden stick used to make boundaries, e.g.
Our house has a picket fence.
▶ verb [picket, picketing,
picketed]
 Protest,
e.g. The workers are picketing
the factory because they want
to be paid fairly for their work.
ticket
▶ noun
 A piece of paper or
cardboard which shows that a
person has paid to travel by public transport or enter a place, e.g.
Please give me two tickets to Agra; Have you bought your train ticket yet?
Do you have tickets for the performance tonight?

suck
▶ verb [suck, sucking, sucked]
1. To draw liquid into the mouth by using lips and tongue,
e.g. He sucked the juice from an orange; Suck the water through the straw.
2.
To hold and move about in the
mouth without chewing,
e.g. Don't suck toffees in class!
duck
▶ noun

A water bird, e.g. The ducks were
swimming in the
pond.
▶ verb [duck,
ducking, ducked]
 To bend down
quickly to avoid something, e.g. He ducked to stop
the bird from hitting him.

tuck
▶ verb [tuck, tucking, tucked]

To put in position, make firm and tidy,
e.g. The baby's mother tucked her baby into bed;
He tucked his shirt into his pants.

